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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the problem of 
displaying large DEM terrains over the Web environment and 
present some new results of 3D terrains splitting for the benefit 
of displaying. Our methods are performed with the supports of 
2D Polygonal Vector Data (2PVD) and contain two algorithms: 
2OPS and SESA. The first one, 2-Objective Parallel Splitting 
Algorithm (2OPS), is proposed to split a given terrain into some 
small ones following by polygons in 2PVD. This algorithm is 
based on parallel computation and is designed for quick 
splitting process. Similarly, the second algorithm, Space 
Reduction Splitting Algorithm (SESA), is also used for terrain 
division but for a smaller memory space in each processor. 
Finally, evaluations of time and space complexity as well as a 
series of numerical experiments are performed to reveal some 
characteristics of our methods and prove their suitability for 
the original problem. 

Index Terms—2D Polygonal Vector Data, 2OPS, 3D WebGIS, 
Parallel Computation, SESA, Terrain Splitting. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Geographic Information System on web environment or 
WebGIS is being used as an important tool for various 
applications in real life such as tourism[2], line 
management[4], simulation[5], agriculture[13], natural 
resource management[14], city information system[25], pipe 
network[26], and many other fields[11] [24] [27]. Its 
advantages can be seen as the capabilities to share and exploit 
information in map forms through networks. Then, important 
decisions may be made efficiently for the sake of saving costs 
and utilizing available material facilities.  

The three dimensional WebGIS system is a higher 
development than previous GIS-2Ds and originated from the 
fact that people want to enhance the visualization of GIS. 3D 
WebGIS can provide realistic visualization of spatial 
information and has immense potential in infrastructure 
management (life-line and network infrastructure), civil 
construction, disaster management, 3D city simulation, and 
geological modeling, etc. Indeed, it is considered to be the 
main focus of GIS scientists[1].  

These kinds of systems use Digital Elevation Model (DEM) 
and Digital Surface Model (DSM) data to represent terrains 
and living objects on them, respectively. Among them, DEM 
is the most important component because it shows the 
composition of a geographic area in a 3D form. It is 
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generated by many methods, for example via satellites, air 
planes, LIDAR technology, etc. As stated in [16] [22] [28], 
DEM or Grid DEM consists of a matrix data structure with 
the topographic elevation of each pixel stored in a matrix 
node. Grid DEMs are distinct from other DEM 
representations such as Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) 
and contour based data storage structures. In general, the time 
to display Grid DEM is often faster than other kinds’. Thus, 
Grid DEMs are often used as sources in the process of 3D 
terrain generation and display. 

However, sizes of Grid DEMs are often large depending 
on their resolution. For example, a 30m Grid DEM has a 
volume of 280 Megabytes (MB). The smaller the resolution 
of Grid DEM is, more details in 3D terrain are shown and its 
size is increased as a result. Thus, it takes long time to display 
terrains totally especially on web environment which 
requires fast processing in short time. A recent survey in [15] 
has shown that the maximal volume of DEM terrain for the 
fastest display on JSG which, in essence, is a 3D WebGIS 
system is approximately 1.2 MB. Comparing with the 
volume of 30m Grid DEM above, we can easily recognize 
that it is very difficult to display the terrain in such conditions. 
This problem should be overcome in order to make ‘truly’ 3D 
WebGIS systems in equivalent to what have been represented 
in 2D GISs and WebGISs. 

To deal with this obstacle, our idea is to divide the original 
3D terrain into some small ones for the benefit of displaying. 
Assume that we have a set of 2D Polygonal Vector Data 
(2PVD) in ESRI Shape formats[6] related to the DEM terrain. 
Then, the division is performed following by polygons in 
2PVD to ensure the spatial characteristics between regions. 
This process is implicit performed by a script on the 3D 
WebGIS system after uploading the DEM terrain. Then, the 
display time of each small terrain is, of course, faster than the 
original one’s. This solution may help 3D WebGIS systems 
reduce the possibility of being crashed or overload for 
processing large terrains. Additionally, it will focus users to 
each specific area for studying instead of the whole terrain. 

In this paper, we will present some new results of the 3D 
terrains splitting by 2PVD problem. The first one, 
2-Objective Parallel Splitting Algorithm (2OPS), is based on 
parallel computation techniques and is designed for quick 
splitting process. Similarly, the second algorithm, Space 
Reduction Splitting Algorithm (SESA), is also used for 
terrain division but for a smaller memory space in each 
processor. Finally, evaluations of time and space complexity 
as well as a series of numerical experiments are performed to 
reveal some characteristics of our methods and prove their 
suitability for the original problem. 

Some Results of 3D Terrain Splitting by  
2D Polygonal Vector Data 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 elaborates some related researches. In Section 3 
and 4, details of the algorithm 2OPS and SESA will be 
presented, respectively. The evaluations comprising of time 
and space complexity as well as numerical experiments are 
shown in Section 5. Finally, we make conclusion and future 
works in the last section.  

II. RELATED WORKS

Before we describe the main problem, let us begin with 
some definitions as following. 

Definition 1: A Polygon jU  is a sequence of 2D 

Points ),( j
i

j
i

j
i yxM  where jni ,..,1=  and jn  is 

total number of vertices in the polygon. It is oriented by 
a specific direction jDt . This polygon can contain 
holes defined as a ring. The sign (-) means the direction 
of polygon is counterclockwise. The direction of a ring 
is opposite to the one of polygon which consists of it. 

Definition 2: A set of 2PVD can be expressed by a 

sequence{ }ljU j ,..,1/ =  where l  is total number of 

polygons in 2PVD.

Definition 3: The area of a polygon in 2PVD is 
calculated as the area of the smallest rectangle 
containing that polygon. Similarly, the area of some 
polygons is the area of the smallest rectangle containing 
these polygons. 

Definition 4: A rectangular grid in Digital Elevation 
Model is fixed and geographically specified by 
coordinate origins and the size in each cell 
( ) sycxc ,, . Besides, the number of cells in this grid 

is defined as nRnCm ×=  where nC  is the number 
of columns and nR  is the number of rows. 

Definition 5: The area of a 3D DEM terrain is defined 
as 2snRnC ×× . Additionally, the area a 3D DEM 
terrain in a processor is equal to the area of all polygons 
in that processor. 

For our given problem, the traditional method is using a 
Rendering Engine[8] including Load, 3D Rendering and 
Transform steps. The first step which turns out to be the most 
time-consuming among all is dedicated for transferring 3D 
DEM terrains to clients’ machines. Then, some 3D 
Rendering algorithms such as Texture Mapping[3], 
Z-buffering[3], BSP tree[7], Photon mapping[10], Alpha 
Compositing [19], Pre-computed Radiance Transfer[21], etc. 
are used to produce an image based on previously 
downloaded three dimensional data. The last step is used to 
attach geographic coordinate references to this image so that 
all points in the map will have coordinates. To serve for real 

time applications, for example WebGIS, an additional 
technique so called human eye perception is used. The idea is 
quite visual: showing as much information as possible as the 
eye can process in a fraction of a second, a.k.a. in one frame. 
As a result, the final image presented is not necessarily that of 
the real-world, but one close enough for the human eye to 
tolerate. All these techniques are currently applied in 
Geographic Virtual Markup Language (GeoVRML)[12] [23], 
KML[17], and GML[20] which are the most common 
geo-support standards to view 3D terrains on web. In other 
words, they enable geo-referenced data, such as maps and 3D 
terrain models, to be viewed over the web by users with a 
standard VRML plugin for their web browsers. 

However, the limitation of these standards can be 
recognized as the requirement of downloading the whole 
DEM terrain before processing. Therefore, the larger the 
DEM terrain is, the longer the waiting time requests. 
Somehow, web browsers may fall into stuck or overload 
because of handling very large 3D terrains. Imagine that 
many users access a 3D WebGIS system and request the 
same terrain. Such these cases can cause full bandwidth in the 
connection line and, of course, increase the waiting time of 
users. For this reason, the above method is not suitable for 
processing large DEM terrains. 

Fig. 1. 3D Scenes’ Display in O3D 

Another, recent approach has been presented by Google 
corporation namely O3D[18]. It is a JavaScript API for 
creating interactive 3D graphics applications that run in a 
browser window: games, 3D model viewers, product demos, 
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virtual worlds, etc. in real time. The idea behind this kind of 
standard is the capabilities of dividing the whole 3D scene 
into some parts and transferring them to clients one after 
another. Then, each part is constructed to display using the 
Painter’s algorithm[8] or more advanced Z-buffering[3]. 
These algorithms paint distant parts of a scene before parts 
which are nearer thereby covering some areas of distant parts. 
While rendering a part, some other parts are transferred to 
client and the rendering step is continued until all parts are 
totally sent. Indeed, this process makes us feel that the 3D 
scene is displayed immediately (Fig. 1). 

Nevertheless, O3D works with a special kind of 3D scenes. 
Instead of organizing it into a unique scene, a lot of small 
scenes are pre-created in the form of O3DTGZ. This means 
that the splitting process must not be performed with O3D. 
Besides, these small scenes are arranged in the order of 
distances. Indeed, an area in 3D scene can be divided into 
some small ones and spatial characteristic integrity is not 
ensured. Finally, O3D is used for 3D graphic applications 
and not designed for 3D GIS, especially DEM terrains. 
Anyway, the display time of O3D is still better than other 
methods and we can utilize parts of this idea for our 
objective. 

Lastly, a recent study in [15] has shown a ‘rough’ method 
to split a 3D DEM terrain into some small ones by selected 
vertical and horizontal lines. Therefore, the display time is 
better than using traditional method. However, similar to 
O3D, spatial characteristics between regions are not kept. 
Thus, further analysis operations in a region such as area 
calculation, visibility, etc. can not be performed. 

From all literatures above, we may see that 3D terrain 
splitting is the most suitable method for the original problem. 
However, instead of using arbitrary splitting methods, a set of 
2PVD (Definition 1 and 2) is opted to support this process for 
the integrity of spatial characteristics between regions. As 
mentioned in the previous section, we use parallel 
computation techniques for this task. Hence, two major 
factors should be considered namely computing time and 
memory space in this approach. In the two next sections, 
details of these algorithms will be elaborated. 

III. THE 2 - OBJECTIVE PARALLEL SPLITTING ALGORITHM

The basic idea of this algorithm is to divide the original 
DEM terrain into some small ones following by the number 

of processors k  in the system and all polygons in 2PVD 
(Definition 1 and 2). This means that regions close together 
will be attached to the same processor. 

Details of the 2-Objective Parallel Splitting Algorithm
(2OPS) are shown as below. 

Step 1: For each polygon jU , lj ,..,1=  in 2PVD, find 

jjjj yyxx minmaxminmax ,,,

{ }j
i

j xx maxmax =  and { }j
i

j xx minmin = , (1)

{ }j
i

j yy maxmax =  and { }j
i

j yy minmin = , (2)

where jni ,..,1=  and jn  is total number of vertices in the 

polygon jU . 

Step 2: Find center values of the smallest rectangle 

containing the polygon jU , lj ,..,1=

( ) ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
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⎝

⎛ −
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+=
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2
, minmax

min
minmax

min

jj
j

jj
jjj

j
yy

y
xx

xyxC . (3)

Step 3: Calculate the distance matrix 

[ ]
llijdD

×
=   , (4)

where ),( jiij CCdd = - Euclidean distance, li ,..,1=
and lj ,..,1= . 

Step 4: Each processor will have [ ]k
l  polygons. 

Additionally, the last processor should bear some extra 
polygons as the surplus of above quotient kl% . 

Step 5: For each processor, we traverse from the first 
unmarked polygon and mark its unmarked neighborhoods 

based on the distance matrix D  until [ ]k
l  polygons are 

reached. After this step, all polygons are arranged into 
processors. 

Step 6: For each processor h , find the maximum and 
minimum of coordinates of all polygons belonging to it 

{ }jh xX maxmax max=  and { }jh xX minmin min=   , (5)

{ }jh yY maxmax max=  and { }jh yY minmin min=   , (6)

where kh ,..,1=  and 
jjjj yyxx minmaxminmax ,,,  are mentioned 

in Step 1. 

Step 7: Convert four coordinates in Step 6 from the 
coordinate system of 2PVD to the ones in the coordinate 
system of 3D DEM terrain by means of the DEM’s 
coordinate origins and size (Definition 4). Then, separate a 
rectangle in the original DEM terrain which contains all 
polygons in processor h  by these converted coordinates 
above. Then, save it as a small DEM terrain. 



 
 

 

Program Separate (Output) 
Begin 

   Convert( hX min , hX max , hYmin , hYmax ) 
   for u = hYmin  to hYmax  do 
   begin 
     for v = hX min  to hX max  do 
     begin  
      if matrix[u][v] <> -9999 then 
      begin   
   splitComma(matrix[u][v], 

1& w , 2& w ); 
          if( 1w ) Output ( 1w , 2w );      
          else Output ( 1w ); 
      else  
         Output (matrix[u][v]);  
      end; 
     end; 
   end; 
End. 
 
Step 8: Repeat Step 6 and 7 for other processors until all 

processors are processed. 
 
The 2OPS method is a parallel terrain splitting algorithm 

with dedicated to computing time between processors. 
Because it assigns the same number of polygons to each 
processor, the number of tasks is definitely equal between 
processors except the last processor which has to bear the 
surplus kl% . However, the number of polygons in 2PVD 

( l ) is many times greater than the number of processor ( k ). 
Therefore, the extra job is inappreciable and we can assume 
that the dividing process assigns the same number of tasks to 
all processors. In theory, the parallel computing time of the 
algorithm is equal to the sequential computing time for 
original DEM terrain divided by the number of processors. 
Indeed, more processors we have, less waiting time is. Later, 
we will check this consideration through experiments in 
Section 5. 

 

IV. SPACE REDUCTION SPLITTING ALGORITHM 
The 2OPS algorithm above can split the original 3D terrain 

into some small parts with the priority of computing time. 
However, a limitation of 2OPS which can be recognized at 
this time is the cost of memory space. In fact, 2OPS uses a lot 
of memories to store small terrains. Indeed, the worst case 
can happen when each small terrain‘s area is equal to original 
one‘s. Therefore, it takes )(mOk ×  in memory with k  is 
the number of processors and m  is the number of cells in 
original 3D terrain (Definition 4 and 5). This number can be 
hundreds or thousands Gigabytes. Consequently, the 2OPS 
algorithm is suitable for running in cluster servers where 
memory space is abundant, not in normal PC computers. 

Our idea is to construct an algorithm to reduce the memory 
space for each processor. Moreover, this algorithm can be 
implemented to run in normal PC computers. First, let us 

specify the Input and Output of the problem. Assume that we 
have a 3D DEM terrain and some polygons in 2PVD as well 
as the number of processors k . We have to split the original 
terrain following by some polygons and the number of 
processors above and satisfying the conditions 

 
a) Condition A1: The area of the small DEM terrain in a 

processor is smaller than a given threshold α  multiplying 
the area of original 3D terrain 

 

DEMi SSP ×≤ α , for ki ,1=  . (7)

 
b) Condition A2: The difference between two areas of 

terrains in two processors is smaller than a given threshold 
multiplying the area of original 3D terrain 

 

DEMji SSPSP ×≤− ε  , (8)

 

for ki ,1= , kj ,1=  and ji ≠ . 
  
c) Condition A3: Each polygon in 2PVD is fully contained 

in any processor. 
 

To illustrate the requirements of our problem, let us 
consider two examples. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. A 2PVD with three polygons  
 

 
Example 1:  

 
Suppose that we have a 2PVD with three polygons (Fig. 2). 

The number of processors 2=k . A suitable way to split this 
2PVD into two parts is drawing a horizontal line between 
polygons 1U , 2U  and 3U . Then, two small DEM terrains 

whose areas are 1SP  and 2SP  are created. With %80=α  

and %5=ε , we can easily check the conditions from A1 to 
A3. 

 
• Condition A1: DEMSSP ×≤ %801 ,  

                             DEMSSP ×≤ %802 . 
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• Condition A2: DEMSSPSP ×≤− %521 .                  

 
• Condition A3:  It is easily recognized through Fig. 2.   

 
Example 2: This case (Fig. 3) can not be divided in a 

normal way. Suppose that the number of processors 2=k . 
If we put polygons 1U , and 2U  into a processor and 3U  
into another one then the area of 3D DEM terrain in a 
processor is equal to the one of original DEM terrain. 
Therefore, the total memory space in this case is )(2 mO× . 
 

 
Fig. 3. An exceptional case  

 
For a given, desired memory saving coefficient α  of 

users, we have to find a suitable splitting way to reach that 
goal. Thus, an idea of conditional greedy partitioning 
algorithm is invoked. Basically, we traverse all partitions 
dividing n  elements into k  blocks. For each partition, 
calculate its area and check three conditions from A1 to A3. If 
finding one suitable partition, stop the algorithm and output 
the results. Certainly, to reduce the number of traversed 
partitions, a pre-processing step should be carried out to 
arrange some elements into specific blocks. For this reason, it 
is called a conditional greedy partitioning algorithm. The 
new algorithm is named as Space rEduction Splitting 
Algorithm (SESA). Details of this algorithm are summarized 
as follows. 

 
Step 1: Perform Step 1, 2 and 3 of 2OPS algorithm to 

calculate the distance matrix [ ]
llijdD

×
=  where 

),( jiij CCdd =  is the distance between polygon iU  and 

jU  in 2PVD, li ,1= , lj ,1=  and ji ≠ . 

 
Step 2: Based on the distance matrix D , find an unmarked 

polygons iU  and its closet unmarked polygon jU  in term of 

minimal distance and distance is smaller than 
22*25.0 nRnC + (Definition 4) until all polygons are 

reached. 
 
Step 3: Calculate the area of polygon iU  ( iS ), jU  ( jS ) 

and both iU  and jU  ( ijS ) (Definition 3). 

Example 3: 
 

( )( )jjjj
j yyxxS minmaxminmax −−=  . (9)

 

 
Fig. 4. Calculate area of a polygon  

 
 
Step 4: (Additive Condition) If iji SS %80≥  or 

ijj SS %80≥  then we add polygons iU  and jU  into a 

processor. 
 
This is the pre-processing step before partitioning. 

Originated from two special cases below, we have designed a 
condition to reduce the number of traversed partitions. 

 
• Case 1: The smallest rectangle containing polygon 1U  

consists of two smallest ones containing 2U  and 3U . 
Therefore, in this case, we should combine three 
polygons 1U , 2U  and 3U  into a single processor 
(Fig. 5). 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Containment 
 

 
• Case 2: The area of polygon 1U  is greater than or 

equal to 80 percent of the area of two polygons 1U  

and 2U . Therefore, we should also combine these two 
polygons into a single processor (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6. Adjacency 

 
Step 5: Repeat from Step 2 to Step 4 for other unmarked 

polygons. The final result is a set of polygons: 

{ } >≠≠=< hjilhjiUUU hji ;,1,,/,,   (*) 

 
Step 6: Use a parallel partitioning algorithm to divide the 

set (*) into k  blocks with k  is the number of processors. In 
this case, we have used the best parallel partitioning 
algorithm from Hoang Chi Thanh et al. [9]. 

 
Step 7: For each received block i , calculate the area of all 

polygons in this block iSP , ki ,1= . 
 
Step 8: Check the conditions from A1 to A3. If they are 

satisfied then stop the partitioning algorithm and perform the 
Step 6, 7 and 8 of 2OPS algorithm for all current blocks. 
Otherwise, return to Step 6 to find another solution. 

 
Step 9: In case of no partitions satisfying the original 

conditions, we conclude that for given parameters α  and ε , 
there does not exist any solution for our problem. Therefore, 
if users want to find other solutions then they should adjust 
the parameters. For example, %5' += αα  and 

%1' += εε . In this situation, return to Step 6 to find other 
solutions. 

 
Once a solution is found, the memory space in each 

processor is saved by α  percents. Indeed, the total memory 
space over all processors is considerably reduced. A remark 
can be extracted from the Step 5 of this algorithm is that we 
are able to combine more polygons to form sets of three, four 
or higher number of polygons. However, it is not effective in 
terms of computational time. Because, we must re-compute 
the distance matrix and, perhaps, the number of clusters can 
be different from the number of processor k . To satisfy both 
space and time complexity, we stop at level two. 

 

V. EVALUATIONS 
In this part, we evaluate two algorithms above both by time 

and space complexity as well as numerical experiments. 
In 2OPS algorithm, Step 1, 2 and 5 require )(lO  memory 

space and time complexity. Step 3 requires )( 2lO  memory 
space and time complexity. In Step 6, 7, and 8, the memory 
space in the worst case is )(mOk ×  and the time 

complexity is [ ])( k
lO . Finally, the time complexity of 

2OPS is )( 2lO  and the total memory space in the worst case 

is )(mOk × . 

In SESA, Steps 1 to 5 require )( 2lO  time complexity. 

The partitioning step requires )1(O  time complexity in the 
best case and in the worst case 

 

),(1 klS
k

×⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡

×
−

ε
α

 
 

, (10)

 
Where ),( klS  is the number of partitions that divide a set 

of l  elements into k  blocks. Therefore, the time complexity 

of SESA in the best case is )( 2lO  and in the worst case is 

),(1 klS
k

×⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡

×
−

ε
α

. 

Because the areas of small DEM terrains are equal to 
)(mO×α  and the memory space used to store the distance 

matrix is )( 2lO , the total memory space in SESA 

is )(mOk ××α . 
However, theoretical time complexity does not always 

indicate clearly the speed of an algorithm. For this, 
measurements of CPU time often give better information. 
Therefore, in this part, we have implemented the two 
proposed algorithms (2OPS and SESA) in C programming 
language and executed them on a Linux Cluster 1350 with 
eight computing nodes of 51.2GFlops. Each node contains 
two Intel Xeon dual core 3.2GHz, 2GB Ram. 

First, we study the running time of 2OPS algorithm to split 
a fixed DEM terrain whose sizes are 4039 x 6529 with four 
processors following by different number of polygons (Fig. 
7). The result shows that the running time changes slightly 
when the number of polygons is smaller than 1000. For 
instance, when the number of polygons increases tenfold, the 
average increment of the running time is 2.85. In case the 
number of polygons is greater than 1000, the running time 
increases linearly. The average increment of the running time, 
in the same condition with above, is about 27.9. Therefore, 
we may predict the running time of 2OPS algorithm for a 
larger number of polygons through this test. 

 
Fig. 7. The 2OPS’s running time by number of polygons  
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Fig. 8. The 2OPS’s running time by size of DEMs 

 
 

In Fig. 8, the running time of 2OPS following by various 
sizes of DEM terrains is shown. For example, when the size 
of a DEM terrain is 282 x 679 (about 191 thousands elevation 
values), the running time is 0.354 sec. However, contrary to 
previous test, the average increment of the running time is 
greatly changed where the number of elevation values is 
smaller than 4 million points or size of DEM terrains is lower 
than 2000 x 2000. In this situation, when the number of 
elevation values increases nineteen times, the running time is 
21.4 times greater. This number, in remain case, is 
approximately 2.64 times greater. Indeed, the running time 
seems to be stably changed after exceeding the threshold 
above. 

In the next test, we will investigate the running time of 
2OPS when splitting a DEM terrain whose sizes are 4039 x 
6529 following by the number of processors and the number 
of polygons (Fig. 9). It is obvious that the running times 
when using 2, 3 or 4 processors is similar and perhaps smaller 
than when using 1 processor for small cases which are under 
200 polygons. Otherwise, more processors are provided, less 
computational time is required. In average, the running time 
is 1.6 times smaller per processor. Again, this test reconfirms 
that 2OPS is good in terms of computational time. 
 

 
Fig. 9. The 2OPS’s running time by number of processors and polygons 

 

Fig. 10 shows the relation between the total (CPU) time 
spent on the performance of a program, the speedup and the 
efficiency of this performance. The speedup of the 

performance is defined as 
p

s
T

TS = , where sT  ( pT ) is 

serial execution time (parallel execution time), respectively. 

The efficiency of the performance is determined as k
SE = , 

where k  is the number of processors. Indeed, we can 
determine the number of optimal processors when running 
the 2OPS algorithm in a specific size of DEM and number of 
polygons by using the Efficiency and Speed up line, in this 
case, is three. 

 
Fig. 10. Speed up and Efficiency of 2OPS 

 
In Fig. 11, we use SESA algorithm for a given DEM 

terrain where the number of processors is four. This figure 
shows the relation between two parameters α  and ε  
following by the number of polygons. For example, with 20 
polygons in 2PVD, if %61.0=ε  then the required 
memory space is )(%1 mO× . It is the minimal error 
threshold which means no partition is found if the error 
threshold is smaller than this number. In general, this figure 
provides a relative reference of how to choose the parameter 
ε  in order to reach the memory saving percent α  in a given 
terrain. A similar test is illustrated in Fig. 12 when the 
number of processors varies. 

 
Fig. 11. Relation between α (Alpha) and ε  (Epsilon) in SESA algorithm 
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Fig. 12. Relation between α (Alpha) and ε  (Epsilon) by number of 

processors 
 

In this part, we investigate the experimental parameter ε  
of SESA with four processors and 200 polygons and 

%25=α  following by various sizes of DEM terrains (Fig. 
13). The maximal number %9.18=ε  seems to be our 
recommended error threshold when running the SESA 
algorithm. Certainly, more experiments are needed to obtain 
the correct parameter for users’ dataset. However, for some 
cases, the number above is the most suitable. 
 

 
Fig. 13. The experimentalε  (Epsilon) 

 
 

Finally, we compare the running time of 2OPS algorithm 
with the splitting method described in [15] (Fig. 14). The sizes 
of DEM terrain are 4039 x 6529. The parameter Density  is 
defined as the average number of processor per polygons. 
The result shows that the 2OPS algorithm is faster than the 
splitting method, about 1.5 times in average. The reason may 
come from the way to split DEM terrains. In splitting method, 
terrains are divided without concerning spatial characteristics. 
Therefore, it has to keep all values in small DEM terrains. 
Conversely, 2OPS processes the smallest rectangles 
containing some polygons in equivalent to 2PVD only. 
Indeed, in most cases, the total area processed by 2OPS is 
less than the one divided by the splitting method. Thus, the 

running time of 2OPS is faster than the splitting method’s. 
From this test, we may conclude that our method obtains fast 
processing in most cases while still keeping spatial 
characteristics between regions. 

 
Fig. 14. Compare the running times of 2OPS and the splitting method [15] 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
In this paper, we concentrate on the 3D Terrain Display 

problem in Geographic Information Systems. Throughout a 
brief introduction, we have shown how importance this 
problem can bring in practical applications as well as some 
difficulties that are currently faced when processing it over 
the Web environment. One of the most popular methods to 
deal with these obstacles is terrain splitting that is described 
in Section 2. Along with some state-of-the-art works in that 
section, our approach, based on parallel computing, can be 
considered as the amelioration of the best, current splitting 
method in [15] by keeping spatial characteristics between 
regions in 2PVD. Then, further advance analysis actions in 
each small terrain can be fully performed without difficulty. 
In details, two specific algorithms in our approach designed 
for computing time increment and memory space reduction 
in each processor namely 2OPS and SESA are presented. 
They are both evaluated by time and space complexity as 
well as numerical experiments. Some remarks in each test 
reveal characteristics of our methods and prove their 
suitability for the original problem. Lastly, we have 
implemented a simple 3D WebGIS in association with these 
algorithms to display 3D DEM terrains (Fig. 15). 

In the future, we will investigate some heuristic algorithms 
for the SESA method. Besides, a complete 3D WebGIS 
system which combines advance GIS and 3D capabilities is 
also our mission. Eventually, we also study an effective 
method to store terrains in databases as well as fast displaying 
terrains through parallel computation. 

 

APPENDICES 
The implementations and test datasets of these algorithms 

can be found at this address: http://chpc.vnu.vn/gis/tsm.rar 
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Fig. 15. A simple 3D WebGIS 
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